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THE ANGELIC
Herald
New Souls
It was mentioned in the previous
volume that an advanced race
was incarnating. This started
taking place in 2006. Many souls
who are born from that time
onward will be far more
intelligent, knowing how to
access technology at an early
age. However, a devious streak
will be within and it’ll be
noticeable that they are a wily
bunch. What is in a parents
genetics, passes down thus why
they say, “Sons pay for the
inequities of their fathers”.
Generational traits are handed
down leading to the acting out
of the choices inspired by them.
And those brought up in the
70’s, 80’s, and 90’s had a great
programming of sinful
temptations resulting from
television. The new generation
has the ability to make positive
changes in their advanced
consciousness but will the
influences in the world around
them, point them into that
direction? Parents are the key to
how they grow, if they strive to
records the them in virtue. Many
of the souls are born here from
the other 3D world of Zeta
Reticulum.

Angelic News
The heavens have graciously given us enough foresight to keep us going, as far as
what to be aware of in terms of the worldwide disasters. Now it’s time to know
how they will help. The major Archs, Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, and Uriel will
do all that they can as masters of the elements used for global reckoning, to also
safeguard individuals and entire families that they remain safe. They can’t
promise that material things will be safe or not undergo damage throughout all
of this... but they will ensure that many still maintaining faith in heaven, will
live. Many will see their homes damaged and experience financial pains and say
that they had wished that they weren’t alive. Saying this out of frustration and
struggle, they should remain grateful of this: You will still have your life and your
loved ones. As far as material things, even if it seems desperate at the moment,
those things can be replaced. Seek comfort with one another, in prayer and at
your larger spiritual community if trustworthy. The arch’s will also provide
escape safely from areas of trial of everyone of belief, if they are steadfast in
heeding the warnings and not supposing that warnings will just be false alarms.
The heavens are also leaving trails of breadcrumbs for everyone to be informed.
Its going to be a trying time but do not feel dismayed. The only way to rebuild is
to deconstruct. A city can not be built upon the ruins of another former city.
Instead, even the ruins have to be cleared. The ascension is finally coming! The
arch’s help by trying to merge those who are chosen in this world... to ascend
into a higher vibratory state of consciousness, learn how to exist in it, and to
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understand the way that the mind, heart and soul will operate from being in that
new vibration of living. There there’s much to understand about this because
things will change greatly for those individuals. That is why you have a teacher
here, that you can rely on greatly to help walk you through everything. For those
that reach it, they will still live in joy and happiness, a perfected state of mind,
no more pain or sorrow, as a result of having had this beautiful change take
place. No matter what is going on…
However it is important to know that as the chosen select, merge into a higher
state of consciousness… That lower vibrational souls move in. There has been a
very long community of souls reincarnating hear from the very beginning. And
some of them are destined to return home. As they do, there will be room for

Catching up...
Don’t forget what to expect upcoming into the near and
distant future! Lord Michael reminds us...
• Domino Earthquakes triggered
• Disaster in Texas
• Enormous Hurricane
• Crop issues
• Trade war
• Economic collapse
• Political Chaos
• Political figure in danger

new souls to begin their life and journey here in the 3-D reality to rebuild it.
However there are groups of very negative spirits who are trying get in instead
and many of them have... through portals having been opened deliberately by
scientists that work for many underground projects that are endorsed and
supported by the military and other administrations especially associated with
the UN. Do not be fooled that even though many are against one another in
diﬀerent political powers in other countries, when it comes to seeing worldwide
agenda, they do work closely together and help financially support projects.
That is why the United States and the Russian space stations always work
together. They work together and other things too. Much of what you see is just
an illusion in the world today. The angels want to help safeguard many people
from having spiritual walkins of a lower vibrational quality. Of course having
been otherworldly at some point and having been on the spiritual side of things
too, they will have some kind of ability to enhance your psychic powers but only

• Exposed important figures for crimes.
• Power outages
• Raging fires, one of great magnitude
• Large hurricanes
• Talks of blood drinking, incest,beastiality, and

pedophilia.

• Promotion of satan worship and abandonment of

many religions.

• Emergency funds for disaster relief not enough.
• Infected waters all over the world
• A bombshell dropped in September

Keep in mind that with the oncoming chain of
Earthquakes that many places are in danger. California
especially. September 7 or 8, there will be another.
Meteorites, and internet trouble will occur in September
as well!
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to a certain limit. It is not worth allowing them to come into your vessel with you because they will take over and cause great
devastation not only within yourself in your life. The scary thing about this is that you may not even know that it’s happening
when it does. You will feel just like yourself but start to experience a lot of agitation and upset. Then you’ll start to notice that
you’re having cravings or things that you’ve never had cravings for before. “We will protect you if you place your faith and
devotion in us”, they say.
Other signs....
There will come a time when you will see that the daytime will appear as night. Be aware that the gravitational force beneath you
is tugging way little more greatly. For higher vibrational souls this will make you feel very lethargic and tired very easily. Everyone
is being advised to take oﬀ your shoes and stand in a shady place outside just so that you can ground yourself a little bit better
with the vibration the earth is he meeting just for that moment in time to feel a little better. Earth vibration has lowered, not
hired. How could it be higher when so many global disasters are showing signs of distress? Gaia has not grown into higher
vibrational state, instead the vibration is lowered significantly. Because of that, many people are feeling the eﬀects physically.
Even those not in the Ascension process. Awakening is not just expanding your worldly or earthly spiritual knowledge. Awakening
is far diﬀerent. It is very important for people to start learning what the diﬀerence is in the stop believing lies sold by trends.
Wake up and see what’s really happening. The earth is having trouble and or things are going to suﬀer with the earth because they
are a part of the earth. The two go hand-in-hand. Oxygen levels are going to drop, weather is going to be disastrous, water is
going to be infected, and much of the land is going to go through a lot of changing. Some of it will go underwater, some of it will
crumble. Volcanoes really wrapped and there will be a need for mankind to come to a realization that change at a very real level as
needed. Not to just talk about it or to promote it when it’s not happening yet. But instead, to get out there and hold hands
together in an attempt to raise the vibration of ours in love. It’s not exclude anyone or allow jealousy, competition or indiﬀerent,
to get in the way. If not, then time as you know it Will change forever and so will the land that you live in. All of this for money
too. Why is it that mankind could not realize that the things that they were doing would certainly cause disaster to their world
on epic proportion’s. Why was an insignificant piece of paper that was valueless to begin with, more important than sustaining
humanity’s life? But even I am heated for the words that I say. And you can hate me all that you want to. Because I’ll never stop.
Because I am truth, and I am a representative of the living light that still remains.

The time is now:
Everyone today is living as if the world will be gone tomorrow. If you have ever heard it asked, “what would you do if you had 24 hours before your
town was bombed to pieces”, then you will know exactly why the world is in such a state of selfishness and greed. Imagine if your city was told
that it would be gone 24 hours from now, what would you be doing? Many people would have very diﬀerent selfish things to say. I have heard it
said that some would have sex with all of the people that they have ever desire does sex with. Some have said that they would just go out and get
high, some said they would get drunk. There were others who said that they would rob a bank. There are many people who have wanted to go
skydiving, or do something spontaneous and crazy. So people today without realizing it, are going out and trying to fulfill their greatest material
wishes, dreams, pleasures and desires. And it’s being so greatly promoted to! If you look at television and media today, it is full of ads and
commercials that are just throwing your Temptations in your face. Because they want to distract you with the pleasures of the physical world
while there is a very deep spiritual matter taking place. If you had 24 hours before your city was gone, many people would want to move to
another city of course, which is the obvious answer. But what if you couldn’t escape it? Think of all of the riots and fires that would take place
from people just panicking and chaos? And that’s what’s happening with your world. There is so much chaos going on because everyone is in a
state of panic. Everybody can feel a deep sense of anxiety , but they don’t know exactly what it is. Even atheists know that something is very very
wrong in the world today and that there is something coming, unseen but expected. Make your symbolic “24 hours” count. In other words, while
these things are taking place, strive to be the better person and reach your ascension. This way you were not aﬀected by them in the ways that
others will be negatively. Even though the world is not going to disappear, does it really have to be hit with a huge asteroid that makes mankind
extinct, in order for there to be global devastation? No. It exists within every man, the desire to fix fill what is happening today through their own
actions and deeds. is through mankind and selfishness, in consideration and greed that these things are happening. And even though we are
behind the scenes making it happen on an energetic scale, it would not have been taking place had not mankind manifested it to begin with. If
the world were full of good thoughts and good deeds, then blessings will come to earth instead. And the very scary thing about this all is that, the
darker forces that have caused mankind to manifest all of this, are being worshiped and praised. The same exact forces that are responsible for
rape, murder and many other darker nature deeds… People are submitting to them thinking that it will keep them safe and it won’t. For the dark
is not loyal to anyone.
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For those of you who are tired and weary of the ways of the world and having to keep up with the struggle, join me in peace, unity and love, even
just from your very own individual location. Let us come together... you can find me on Facebook. Look up Truthian Circle group. It’s private and
full of people like yourself who strive for real change and truth.
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